Chapter 7 Study Guide

Matching:

1. Qin dynasty achievement
2. Huang He valley
3. Confucianism
4. Daoism
5. Gobi
6. Han Gaozu
7. Buddhism
8. Hanfeizi
9. Oracle Bones
10. Han Wudi

Multiple choice:

11. What inventions allowed soldiers to fight on horseback?
12. What did the Ancient Chinese people believe their gods needed to be happy?
13. What is a tenant farmer?

14. What was the first capital city in China?

15. Acupuncture is an example of Chinese ___________?

16. Which philosophy taught to give up worldly desires?

17. What is the best-known Shang art form?

18. Which emperor ruled based on legalism?

19. The Zhou dynasty claimed this principle gave them the right to rule.

20. _______________ taught that people need a strong ruler to maintain order.

**Essay: Choose one.**

21. What preparation did young men make for taking the civil service test during the Han dynasty?

22. Why did farmers sell their lands to aristocrats and become tenant farmers?